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Abstract

A structured literature review was conducted to examine the range of theoretically framed studies examining online learning discussions within higher education. Key words to guide the retrieval were: "online learning" AND engagement or participation AND "higher education" or college or university not "MOOC" or MOOCs" AND teacher or instructor or professor. This preliminary study did not differentiate between course discipline but did focus on higher learning, specifically university or college level courses that were not technical, certificate, graduate or professional. The study used four consecutive years of peer-reviewed ERIC documents. Of the 132 documents retrieved in the initial broad search, only 55 fit the search parameters, and only four of these were literature review-based. The remaining studies were primarily empirical, often focusing on one factor of online teaching or learning.

The scarcity of current information is significant. Also interesting was the underlying emphasis on the Community of Inquiry (COI) framework, based on Garrison's seminal work in 2000 which highlighted the importance of engagement and community in knowledge acquisition. COI or constructivism is directly referenced in 19 of the 55 works and 31 of the 55 works employed key terms of COI theory.

From a review of these papers, it appears that instructor decisions about how to structure a course, what to include, and how and when to become involved are ad hoc: the end result is that instructors' involvement in courses is variable and not guided by clear pedagogical principles. While the COI framework provides a good working model and a wide range of part of partial solutions and suggestions, there still remains a need for a more definitive guide.

This study organizes relevant findings in the area of technical and learner considerations, as well as within the teaching, social and cognitive presence of the instructor, taken from the COI framework. Information, presented in a cohesive, comprehensive document within a valid pedagogical framework can better inform busy educators who desire to transform their own teaching based on relevant research.

Future study could expand and critique this model, more fully integrating other models and looking at course-related variables more closely. Qualitative, quantitative and longitudinal studies can be designed which not only develop and expand the methodology suggested as currently viable within a learning community, but which also build on the potential for online learning to go beyond reproducing traditional courses online.
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1 INTRODUCTION & METHOD: FRAMING THE REVIEW

This research began with a desire to better inform instructors in online learning within higher education about best practices. The scarcity of current information is significant. The following search parameters were used:

("online learning" AND (engagement OR participation) AND ("higher education" OR college or university) NOT ("MOOC" OR "MOOCs") AND (teacher OR instructor OR professor)) AND peer (yes)

The search used ERIC, including a 3 year span beginning January 2012. This search retrieved 138 peer reviewed articles, with 55 subsequently deemed relevant. Only 4 were literature-review based or included significant summary material. Very little of the information available at this time is currently presented in a cohesive, comprehensive document within a valid pedagogical framework which can better inform busy educators who desire to transform their own teaching based on relevant research;
nor, is there sufficient research to thoroughly ground the pedagogical use of many of the evolving potential best practices.

1.1 An emphasis on Community of Inquiry

A key finding was the underlying emphasis on the COI framework, based on Garrison’s seminal work in 2000 which highlighted the importance of engagement and community in knowledge acquisition. Of the 55 works retrieved, 15 reference Garrison and 13 of these reference a COI model; 12 works, 6 of which do not directly reference COI, reference Constructivism. This means that 19 works of 55, or over 1/3 of the works, clearly referenced and employed Garrison’s COI theory to inform their research about online course discussion. Even works which did not directly referenced COI often could be understood as framed within the COI and constructivist ideology, mainly through the author’s use of common COI terms such as social presence, teaching presence and a community of learners. While this criteria is more subjective, the researcher found at least 31 of the 55 works used key terms of COI theory; only 6 works referenced the ideas of COI within a context that could be seen as inquiring or debating aspects of the relevance of this popular model.

A COI model “outlines the behaviours and processes required to enable knowledge construction in asynchronous online environments through the development of various forms of ‘presence’... teaching-, social-, and cognitive presence” [1]. The Social Constructivist model also places higher learning within a community of learners where interaction informs, and incites acquisition of knowledge at varying levels. Metacognition is linked to online learning within the COI framework, best developed online within a social context. The essential skills of metacognition are “a set of higher knowledge and skills to monitor and regulate manifest cognitive processes of self and others” [2]. Higher order knowledge acquisition, especially in an online environment, includes key aspects of COI: self-regulation, ownership of learning, generative learning and knowledge construction [3]. A COI framework informs instructors on how students construct meaning, mediating between “reflection, action, degree of critical thinking and inquiry” [2].

1.2 Other ideas can lead to a better understanding

Even when additional frameworks for understanding or improving one or more aspect of online instructor best practices are used, these are most often mentioned as informing a COI theory. For example, problem based learning is a way to “fully embrace online learning environment” and empower learners within a “natural state of learning” in a real world setting in a digital context [4], [5]. The online community is described within the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SOTL) as an ‘ecological site’ which can create diverse online learning spaces for “education in the margins”; allowing the “somewhat disparate and often isolate off-campus student” to feel more a part of the whole [6]. A more committed engagement framework speaks to online courses which can enhance the learning experience within a learning community [7]. The appreciative inquiry method in the literature retrieved dealt more specifically with adult learners, or an appreciative androgyny; yet, there is some value in looking more closely at external versus internal motivation and the organizational setting of the learning experience [8]. The situational theory of publics, and the idea that an “individual’s ability to recognize the value of a situation and the desire and ability to remove obstacles in that situation will lead to greater involvement in that situation” can inform instructors about how students may decide to face in-course challenges and overcome constraints to participation [9]. Finally, the psychological contract is discussed more fully within this research as it applies most readily to specific instructor based methods and understanding [10].

1.3 A definitive guide?

Online education evolves rapidly. Perhaps more important than a list of best practices is an understanding of a framework that can guide good practices, and a willingness to identify optimal practices that work, understanding why they work, and how, or if, they can apply to different course constructs or cohorts of students. The larger study from which this paper is derived organizes key findings within the area of technical and learner considerations, and the teaching, social and cognitive presence of the instructor using a COI framework for organizing information: suggested best practices, presented in a cohesive, comprehensive document within a valid pedagogical framework, may better inform busy educators who desire to transform their own teaching based on relevant research.
2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: THE IDEAL ONLINE INSTRUCTOR WITHIN A COGNITIVE INQUIRY FRAMEWORK

2.1 The teaching presence of the online instructor

Teaching presence is thought of as the element within COI that sustains sharing subject matter expertise in a variety of direct and indirect forms [11] and including “online instructional skills such as organization, design, discourse facilitation, and direct instruction” [12].

2.1.1 Online Reflective Task Framework

Teaching presence sets the framework for the online course. An online reflective task framework can assist teachers in evaluating student participation and can enable teachers to provide appropriate prompts. Teachers can be made aware not only that students have varying levels of interactivity, but that different students benefit more from prompting. Within the psychological contract perspective, teaching presence also begins to establish a “community of practice” with “systematic interventions” which can more efficiently allow novices to gain full membership [10]. From a psychological contract perspective, the "teaching presence plays the most critical role in how students evaluate learning" [10]. Students want instructors robustly involved in their online learning.

Establishing foundational guidelines allows learners to know exactly what is expected of them, particularly in an online course when the chain of communication may be more cumbersome. Sometimes a course is created by an instructor and largely facilitated by a teaching assistant. Specific guidelines and protocols can help prevent a disconnect between student and instructor. Always, "expectations should be made explicit” [13]. Clear and specific guidelines about participation, marking schemes, choices, flexibility of assignments, etc. should be accessible at the start of the course, easy to find within the navigation tools, and can be part of an orientation session [14], [15]. One successful course, based on COI principles, used ‘priming’ activities at the start of the course [16].

2.1.2 Delivering Scaffolded Materials

The teaching presence is readily seen in teacher-scaffolded material delivery within a traditional classroom, instructors can modify lectures or delivery of course material based on more easily observed gaps in knowledge. Online course material is more rigidly set before the class begins, so teachers need to be acutely aware that the same gradual delivery of some material may be necessary. Many courses require one concept to be understood before the next concept is taught. Online courses can allow students to navigate through courses in a non-linear fashion. Teachers who require some concepts to be learned before others can use technology to require a completed quiz, or discussion posting, or other measurement of understanding, before subsequent material is unlocked or available. This aspect of scaffolding is identified as a key factor in a technology-based online course [17]. Teacher directed scaffolding, within the delivery of course can allow students to progressively assimilate ideas; and an understanding of the available options for instructors will augment their teaching presence online [18]. One potential advantage to online courses is the fact that scaffolding can be tailored more individually to a student or group of students; the next lecture or lesson does not have to be delivered at the same time to an entire class.

2.1.3 Integrating Learning Objects and Learning Strategies

Teaching presence can effectively demonstrate links between teaching material and learning objectives. Sometimes the instructors, when looking at their own teaching presence, also need to have time to adjust to a more learner centric and active learning style of course delivery [17]. Over time and through engagement, students and staff become more satisfied with their perception of the importance of the Online Learning Environment (OLE) [19]. By actively teaching students the aspects of technology which are directly related to compelling learner-focused activities, the instructor becomes more familiar with how these learning objects can become part of the context and contribute to course objectives. Students appreciate those learning objects the instructor “places value on online and integrates” [15]. Additional explanations or teaching objects are considered more valuable if the goals of the course are embedded in active learning and assessment.

Teaching presence is linked to building specific course-related skills, learner strategies and technological skills. Often students’ skills are ad hoc, since most students are never really taught how to navigate an online course. Time management and accessing materials within the course is often overwhelming. Learner strategies are often “centered around scanning or skimming other students’
contributions” [19]. The online learning environment and learner characteristics affect learning strategies. Teachers need to facilitate “moderating strategies” within the course structure and also in a leadership role, offering guidance, assisting in selection and sorting of materials, and helping students manage time [20]. Administrative and/or technical guidance is important early in a course, which can “assist the student to become accustomed to the fully online mode of learning early on” [21]. Students who are in first year have a crucial need of teacher facilitation and participation in areas of pedagogical and technical support so that their quality of learning is not compromised [22].

2.2 The social presence of the online instructor

Fully online courses still must satisfy the need for a ‘social presence’ for an online instructor. Online learning detractors and even supporters often undergird praise of online learning with a lament about the isolation of students exacerbated by an instructor who never meets them face-to-face. Some institutions have blended courses in unique mixes of hybrids which offer introductory or exam preparation classes, real-time office hours, or alternated weeks in class and online. Research does not determine the extent needed, or the best way to manifest, the online social presence of the instructor. Social presence can be instrumental and can “potentially lead to more effective learning” [23]. There remains still, a challenge for institutions, educators and students for whom a hybrid of online and traditional is not feasible or, for multiple reasons, desirable.

2.2.1 Presence Versus Being Present

In spite of the emphasis of the COI Framework on ‘social presence’, this presence is not necessarily optimally manifest as instructors or students may imagine by the term social. Studies into use of social media as platforms for learning, and online communities for academic and peer engagement are important. Yet, social presence of an educator is not contingent on an externally located teaching presence or a manifest social personality. The educator who is present socially within the online learning environment as a composite of his teaching presence and cognitive presence is much more in demand.

Learners, especially those who past online introductory courses, will choose online learning for a variety of reasons, and a camaraderie with their instructor is not a key consideration. Learners who choose online learning often do so because of the mode of learning is convenient, flexible, autonomous and readily accessible [25]. Elements of satisfaction for Western students in online courses are more closely related to the content, guidelines, organization, and flexibility of the courses. The instructor’s role in providing feedback in a timely fashion is important, but students do not indicate a strong desire to see or hear instructors [25]. When students are asked to determine “critical success factors” they support previous findings. Of the top ten reasons for dropping course, only one was related to the instructor and addressed teaching style, and even then an absence of teaching presence was not a consideration [25].

Oztok and Brett conducted a meta-analysis concerning students' collaborative work in an online environment [25]. Significant in their study, in addition to student-related factors of peer collaboration, is the consideration of literature which demonstrates that students “enter the online world because it is suitable for independent learners” [25]. In fact, the review found that students who choose to take online courses often do not have a strong desire to have a personal connection. Preisman, who reports about graduate students, indicates that for these learners, who could be considered more inherently autonomous, there was indeed ‘minimal evidence’ that re-creating a greater sense of teaching presence was even an effective use of teacher time or effort [25]. Preisman stressed the focus needs to be on quality best practice online strategies that positively impact student learning, and the “need for an instructor to be present as opposed to having a presence” [25].

2.2.2 Communicating and contributing

One component of instructor social presence is the idea of the instructor contributing an online presence to the online “collaborative conversation” which ideally characterizes online learning discussions. The aspect of social presence of the teacher is very closely tied not to an online personality, but to a facilitator who engages students in learning communities often structured through asynchronous discussion [23]. A student asserts: “The purpose of online discussions is to talk! If we didn’t discuss, it would be a self-taught class” [23]. While teachers struggle to find a balance for their own interaction, this balance is not achieved by a more well-defined online person, but by creating a better virtual community through modeling and clear guidelines.
Instructors need to recognize that in spite of the fact that students share frequently and often within the confines of social media, students are often unclear about how to communicate effectively within an academic forum. Student engagement in discussions is not automatic, and intervention by instructors is often “one of the most critical factors” [24]. The instructor, as catalyst and navigator shapes the engagement and defines quality interaction [24]. Early in the course, an instructor can facilitate community by introducing themselves and encouraging students to do likewise [24]. Instructors have been labeled the “sage on the stage” the “guide on the side” or even the “ghost in the wings” [24]. The ideal social presence of an instructor has not been established clearly, and bears further study, but the imperative of the instructor’s role in guiding the class towards richer online collaboration is undisputed.

2.2.3 Actual and Perceived Availability

Social presence is important as part of the Community of Inquiry framework, yet the priority is not for a friendly affable instructor who meets more emotional or purely social needs. Students do not want a contrived social presence, but a real composite of course instructor with an actual and perceived availability [9]. Integral are the clearly expressed expectations, course guidelines, and timely effective feedback which are the main components facilitated by this effective investment [11]. Part of establishing an online social presence, though, is not in the role of the instructor being seen and heard, but in developing an environment through facilitation which can “support students’ communication, coordination and the development of their collaborative skills” [25]. A social presence for an instructor is not facilitated by a long introduction, but by fulfilling interaction, meaningful comments during the course, and the “viewpoints points and opinions of recognizable instructors” [26] who facilitate the class with “multiple avenues of communication [9]. Availability can be from practical inputs such as revolving virtual office hours, or use of instant messaging systems. Social networks can be used, as can video or audio conferencing. As more definitive research begins to inform the area of availability as an aspect of social presence, the instructor must continue to realize that for students choosing online education, these more personable platforms are tools to extend the instructor’s role as a teaching presence.

2.3 The Cognitive Presence of the Instructor

Of the three components within the COI learning, cognitive presence of the instructor is in many ways the most elusive to define, the least investigated as a separate construct, and arguably the most important. Aspects of learner engagement within the online learning environment are not often delineated as critical to cognitive presence. Yet, many concepts fall within the scope of the instructor facilitating or modelling best practices which encourage critical thinking, metacognition, reflective personal assessment, motivation and collaboration. Cognitive learning is at the heart of what educators desire in all modes of learning: that intangible aha moment when a learner internally assimilates ideas which become part of the lens from which they see the world and take action or make decisions. The cognitive presence is “the extent to which participants in an online discussion can or are willing to engage in critical thinking and use communication as a means to construct meaning” [27]. Cognitive presence is also manifest in the “exploration, construction, resolution, and confirmation of understanding through collaboration and reflection” [27].

2.3.1 Facilitating Critical Thinking, Designing Assessments, The Psychological Contract

Critical thinking often involves instructors asking the right questions. Students do not naturally gravitate to higher levels of cognition within traditional or online environment. Part of teaching is to encourage the level of thinking which prompts learners to question what is being taught as it fits into what they know, and as it could affect what they will do. The right questions [13] can intrinsically link the design and facilitation of a good course [28]. Reflective questions can be as important as the presence of the teacher. Questions should be reflective of the material learned and the potential application of the material [13]. Indeed probing questions can be part of an instructor “constructing effective dialogue” within the online environment for critical, reflective thinking [13]. Park emphasizes that critical thinking should not be taken for granted but “needs to be explicitly explained, modelled, taught, and expected” [28]. Espasa, Guasch and Alvarez emphasize the knowledge construction component of online education which is facilitated by a directed communication exchange [18].

While the design of assessments and feedback could be placed in the ‘teaching presence’ of an instructor, linking this definitive instructional communication to cognitive presence emphasizes the critical learning aspect of effective feedback. Students in one study, although the course was blended,
had their top complaint as lack of feedback from instructors [29]. Indeed, for students who were highly self-regulated and voluntarily choose online courses, timely, detailed feedback from the instructor was more important to them than social or teaching presence [28]. Graduate students, perhaps differently motivated than undergraduate students so not the focus of this study, still provided interesting self-reported feedback about the instructor and the goals of the course. The only statistically significant factor when evaluating the course which could be linked directly to the instructor was related to the prompt: “The instructor clearly communicates the course objectives and how they relate to the program’s goals and mission at the beginning of the course” [11]. This study separated students into two cohorts with the same course material and teacher, but with the course delivered online or face-to-face.

The study found formative feedback was one of the best investments a teacher could make to support autonomous work within the course. Feedback from an instructor needs to implement a “different set of teaching skills” and to incorporate “practices and strategies that maximize potential benefits” [27]. Instructor feedback needs to have depth and be related to the critical and meaningful knowledge which is part of higher level thinking. Within a socially constructivist idea of learning, each participant, and especially the instructor, is responsible for enhancing the learning environment and giving facilitative prompts add to the potential for cognitive processing and benefits [27].

Studies of online course environments as part of a psychological contract between learner and instructor emphasize the importance of the instructor giving feedback specific to a student’s abilities and accomplishments. Feedback, in this framework, is part of the balanced contract or unwritten agreement between instructor and student. The transactional process of an instructor providing ways for a student to improve and learn becomes the basis for meeting obligations that the student perceives as integral to the fulfilling of this contract [25]. In return, a student strives to fulfill his or her obligations. Adhering to the constructive prompts and participating in the online environment optimally can lead to a more fulfilling online experience for the student, and even for the peer cohort who benefits from the more robust exchange. The psychological contract theory bears more study, but findings about the importance of timely feedback and appropriate intervention are identified in other studies as key to “facilitate active participation and collaboration, problem solving and knowledge production” [28].

2.3.2 Promoting Metacognition and Autonomy

Metacognition should also not be taken for granted. Metacognition describes a level of learning concerned with how a student controls or self-monitors his own thinking and learning. Students need to be taught how to be active learners and need to be given strategies to succeed in a forum that often more challenging when it “lacks the aspect of face to face interaction” [29]. One key example which benefits from specific instructor guidelines and modelling is the forum for group projects. Students not only need very definite structure and expectation for online group projects, they also benefit from instructors informing, educating and guiding them about how to be facilitators within their group [2]. Students do develop dimensions of metacognition, “including knowledge, monitoring, and regulation” within these projects. However, using these skills effectively requires direct “instruction, motivation, and guidance.....particularly in relationship to the regulation of metacognition and co-construction of meaning” [2]. Group projects which involve online peer evaluation indicate that students do have the potential to stimulate learning with other students, but this process is also best when modelled first by a good instructor.

Peer feedback in general is easier online: the more neutral environment seems to stimulate discussion and encourage facilitate more implementation of the feedback given [18]. Given the time constraints within online courses, for an effective peer network to develop, teacher facilitation including giving concrete practical direction and modelling can assist students to provide more useful feedback to their peers.

Teachers often need a different set of skills in order to facilitate higher levels of learning online and to promote metacognition. Proponents of subject-centered teaching also discuss the importance of teaching students to “learn how to learn” and encouraging students to “allow themselves to be confused” [30]. Optimally, students are taught not only how to benefit from assessment and feedback but, “how to read between the lines of assessment tasks” and to begin to decipher what the goals and rationale may have been behind choosing a particular assignment or method of completing an assignment [30]. Some of this understanding is provided by detailed assignment guidelines which incorporate syllabus elements in an accessible, relatable format. Also, students who are taught to
look beyond the particular assessment in a particular course gain an autonomy over their own learning which could manifest itself in the potential for a higher level of learning and application of that learning. An instructor who supports student autonomy also enables self-efficacy, which has a direct correlation to metacognition. Student autonomy puts an active student in a position of self-directing his or her own learning, and self-efficacy involves also directing the strategies used for obtaining that learning and applying it. When students actively participate in learning tasks, this self-determination is a “manifestation of students' motivation” [31]. Teachers who encourage, by reward or direct support, activities which are autonomous can facilitate further “engagement, performance and persistence [31]. Students apparently perceive more personal autonomy when instructors support their interests, preferences, values and psychological needs. The fact that students will also exhibit emotional connections with instructors who support their autonomy can give support to the importance of cognitive presence as it informs even a more social understanding of the instructor. Giving choices increase the perception of internal control and increase self-efficacy [32].

Autonomy can be practically supported by instructors. In allowing autonomy and encouraging student motivation and engagement, the cognitive presence of an instructor must also provide the necessary balance; too much freedom can be overwhelming and even ‘wasteful’, making students resent the efforts necessary for making decisions about too many course options [31]. Yet, there is a rich environment for choice, rationale and personalization which each support student autonomy. Teacher-determined choices about topics with predetermined parameters can include a limited number of strategies to explore as well as student-led decisions about group size and presentation format. Additionally, providing rationale for an assignment allows students to concur with or endorse a particular activity, making even limited or no choice acceptable within a realm of autonomy because the student experience is inherently enhanced by seeing future value. Personalization of an assignment within instructor-defined guidelines is another way of making the course material meaningful and allowing students to become invested in what they are learning. Student personalization opportunities often have a reciprocal enriching value to the instructor who can then have more insight into student topics of interest as well as allowing the foundation for “creating a larger learning community” with “personally relevant and meaningful connections” between content and “one’s place in the world” [31]. An online interactive format gives the opportunity for instructors to actively engage students to develop habits of autonomy.

2.3.3 Modelling Reflective Personal Reflection and Networking

Instructors can also manifest a cognitive presence as they enable students to critically and accurately reflect upon their own learning strategies. When students are actively engaged in course-specific material, they are primed for instructor-led training that increases their awareness of their own aptitude to learn [33]. Students with low self-regulated learning (SRL) have a tendency to over-rate their own learning skills, which often leads to lack of success in courses when students do not feel they needed to access information as often, or do not use course materials to the extent for which they were designed [33]. Teaching students strategies about how to learn, and more specifically how to learn in an online environment, can be an effective use of teacher time and effort.

Part of modelling, and teaching students how to act and interact in an online environment, is encouraging good networking skills. Students were found to often lack the skills necessary to manage their own learning points, including the ability to “find and categorize content for future retrieval and traverse networks of interest” [21]. Instructor facilitation through assessment, feedback and modelling of the skills involved in utilizing all resources in an optimal fashion has implications for future learning as well. Learners who are enabled in networking, including the ability to network with other individuals and peers in a mutually beneficial exchange, will also further their lifelong learning [21]. Part of the collaboration process online is also all participants understanding enough of the process so that students and instructors are comfortable within the online environment and are confident participating [22]. One example of effective modelling is an online reflective blog authored by an instructor, who not only modelled the learning process but provided a window through which students could examine “exemplary technological and pedagogical practice”. This is one example of an instructor who facilitated students to “follow quality engagement” [22].

2.3.4 Supporting Collaboration Towards Higher Learning

Facilitating autonomous learning within an online environment not only allows instructors to encourage and support further peer interaction and collaboration but also “has the potential to transcend the course and be applicable to future contexts and life situations” [31]. Cognitive presence of the
instructor, unlike social or teaching presence, is more dependent on learner behaviour and aptitude. The cognitive presence of the teacher, when manifested in the learner in reciprocal cognitive knowledge, also depends on online self-regulatory cognitions and behaviours. There is a unique compensation effect on learners who either come into the course with more cognitive presence or who begin to develop a more effective cognitive presence as a result of teacher modelling or facilitation. Learners can self-regulate to attain higher levels of cognition, even in the absence of teaching and social presence. In an online learning environment, cognitive learning seldom takes place without self-regulation, ownership of learning, generative learning, and knowledge construction [3]. Cognitive skills can be examined as they manifest themselves within an individual’s and group’s knowledge construction within an online environment. Kang expands Garrison, Anderson & Archer’s definition of cognitive learning as “the extent to which learners in a community of inquiry are able to construct meaning through sustained reflection and discourse,” [3] linking cognitive learning to higher order knowledge acquisition.

In an online course learning is no longer an individual endeavour: students interact with other students, with the content and with the instructor. Student engagement is not automatic though, and there is a lack of clarity about the ideal role of instructors [24]. As this interaction is realized at a deeper level, there is a potential for not just rote memorization, but for “negotiation and internalization of knowledge” and the asynchronous discussion forums are widely used to facilitate this interaction [24]. The quality of the discourse is “far more important” than the quantity of posts or interactions; yet, the discussion must allow “ubiquitous access” [13], [27].

Studies need to go beyond the surface and frequency considerations, and begin to examine “general facilitation characteristics” as instructors play “an active role in initiating and carrying a discussion forward” [24]. Discussion is not the only form of communication, but this element is “receiving increased attention” due to its “impact on both participation and critical thinking” [27]. Discussion is often the way instructors help students “clarify and obtain a correct understanding of the course content,” yet on a deeper level instructors are thought of by many to be “critical to the success of an online discussion” [24]. The role of the student is debated: one school of thought maintains students should not have the responsibility to determine direction, and one emphasizes students should become more active and “construct their own knowledge” [24].

Data analysis of one study indicates the fact that “periodic feedback from instructors is always valued highly by students and keeps student on track” calling such an online cognitive presence “essential” [24]. Yet, there is a danger of too much instructor participation which can prompt students to respond more to instructor comments instead of participating in active collaboration with their peers [23]. Additionally, instructors and students “may understand participation and engagement differently” [34]. In the absence of clear results validating more weight being given to students directing discussion, the instructor seems more responsible to draw a balance in discussions, both “answering direct questions and providing clues or hints while facilitating discussion” [24]. One study also revealed instructors in online discussions may rely more heavily on social rather than cognitive codes. While students learn from different types of discursive interactions, they do favour instructors who balance comments across all types of interactions [24].

More information is needed: “a comprehensive framework with a set of criteria is essential for facilitating interactions….would make explicit to students the expectations of their engagement in discussions, and thereby shape that engagement” [24]. Research has begun to find ways to increase engagement of learners with “meaningful assessment, integrated, clear criteria” but there are a “number of confounding variables including the difficulty in determining the best framework for examining collaborative dynamics and critical thinking” [24]. There are no conclusive results which can determine “definitive qualities and characteristics associated with effective use of this form of instruction” [27].

3 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Best practices of instructors should be based on currently observed documented trends in both research and practice. As scholarship in online learning continues, it would be valuable to investigate some of the other ideologies which could inform not only basic understanding of the dynamics within an online course environment, but which can perhaps lend perspective as researchers and educators attempt to suggest more learner and course-specific guidelines around evolving best practices.
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This is an emerging field: the scope for qualitative, and quantitative study, both short term and longitudinal is broad. The original search included four years of research compiled on one database. While sound, preliminary observations can be made in many areas concerning online teaching practices of the instructor, each area has room for additional empirical study. The complete study organizes what is known in areas that are important to the online instructor: technological design considerations, unique group and individual learner characteristic, and most importantly, the teaching, social and cognitive presence of the instructor. Further theoretical study, which is framed around a COI model but also effectively integrates other emerging considerations would continue to be beneficial for instructors and other levels of educators who seek to link good pedagogy with best practice in an online environment.
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